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Club News and Business
NEXT MEETING AUGUST 17, 2013, 1:00 PM AT ROSAMOND LIBRARY
General Meeting Notes:
Meeting discussion was primarily focus on the contest.
2013 Desert Classic
Here’s the current list of members who have signed up to sponsor the Special and Specific
Categories and standard categories:
Theme Award – Niilo Lund
Silk Purse Award – Nick Kiriokos
X-Plane Award – David Newman
Best Panther Tank Award – Rich Ribado
President’s Award – Steve Spandorf
Best German Aircraft Award – Rick Reinert
Best Auto Paint and Finish – Matt Graham
Best Aircraft – IPMS Fremont Hornets
Best Armor - Jeffery Phillips
Best Auto – Tom Hamel
Best of Show - Randy Weaver
Categories 1 & 9 – Henry Blecha
Category 11 – Robbie Robinson
Categories 24 & 25 (Figures – Historical & Fantasy/Sci-Fi) – Tom Hamel
There are still numerous standard categories open for sponsorship. If you would like to sponsor
a category, let me know and I’ll add your name to the list.
Judging Assignments
Judging assignments will be a bit different this year. As opposed to a lead judge with several
additional judges for each category, there will be 3 ‘teams’ of judges. Each team will be
assigned to judge 10 categories each. The teams will comprise of a Lead Judge, or ‘Captain’, an
Assistant Lead Judge, and the additional team judges. The Captains and Assistants will be
responsible for the completing the judging paperwork.
The team Captains, Assistants, President and VP will judge the Special Awards
Judging assignments will be made at the August meeting, so please make an effort to attend.
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VP Tom encourages new club members to participate in judging. You will learn a lot on how to
build a quality contest model!
New Member
Speaking of new members, the Club welcomes Dwight Young!

2013 Meeting Schedule
Primary

Activities

12 Jan

Member Dues Collected

19 Jan
16 Feb
16 Mar
20 Apr

Field Trip to Mojave Airpark
“Plane Crazy”
2013 Contest Theme
Discussion
Contest Flier Review and
Category Finalization
“Finish Something on Your
Bench” In-club contest

11 May

Club BBQ

18 May

Club Display – ‘Plane Crazy
Saturday’, Mojave Airport

15 June

Refreshments

Demo

Review

Steve Spandorf
Matt Graham

Jim Abercromby

“Pin-wash”
Tom Hamel

20 July
17 Aug

“Build a Classic Monogram
Kit” In-club contest

21 Sept

Richard Manaseri

19 Oct

Judge’s Clinic

2 Nov

2013 Desert Classic

16 Nov
21 Dec

Tom Hamel

2014 Club Officer
Nominations
Christmas Potluck
Gift Exchange
2014 Officer Elections

David Newman

Bill Pressley
All

In-club Contests
Were down to the wire! Saturday’s meeting marks the “Build a Classic Monogram Kit” contest.
Any Monogram kit up to the early ‘80s is eligible (this includes the 1/48th bombers and the
Century series jets). Revell re-boxes of these kits are acceptable. No aftermarket (with the
exception of decals) is allowed – if you want to superdetail, you’ll have to do it like the old days
– scratchbuild! Reminder- entry ‘fee’ consists of a new, unbuilt kit.
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Hope you’ve got your Monogram kits finished (I don’t!!!)

The Tool Crib
Henry Blecha brought some reasonably priced modeling tools. Sold under the Sheffield Tools
brand, they are available at Sears.
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One example was a hobby knife set for $4.99. Can’t beat that!
If you would like to place an entry in the tool crib, just let me know.
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Member Show and Tell

Name:
Jim Abercromby
Time To Build:
40+ hours (so far)
Kit & Scale:
Pegaso Knight c.1330-1350
54mm
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Vallejo and Andrea Acrylics
Comments:
WIP. Should be finished in about
another 10-15 hours
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Name:
Jim Abercromby
Time To Build:
10 – 12 hours (so far)
Kit & Scale:
Nocturnal The Crusader c.1184
54mm
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Vallejo and Andrea Acrylics
Comments:
WIP. Just base coats applied
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Name:
Niilo Lund
Time To Build:
30 hours over 1 month. 2 months for
base to mount both F-82’s
Kit & Scale:
Monogram F-82G Twin Mustang
(recon version)
1/72nd
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Testors acrylic
Comments:
Easier to build 2nd version. Minimum
painting. Decals old- hated to use
(some of the original version decals
used as backup)
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Name:
Tom Hamel
Time To Build:
1 month
Kit & Scale:
PLA Wheeled Tank Destroyer
1/35th
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Tamiya and Model Master
Comments:
Requies some modeling skills. Not
recommended for beginners.
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Name:
Tom Hamel
Time To Build:
2 weeks
Kit & Scale:
Hungarian Toldi Light Tank
1/35th
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Tamiya and Model Master
Comments:
Requies some modeling skills. Not
recommended for beginners.
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Name:
Tom Hamel
Time To Build:
I month
Kit & Scale:
8.8cm Auf. 12T
1/35th
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Tamiya and Model Master
Comments:
Requies some modeling skills. Not
recommended for beginners.
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Profiles in Aviation History
Courtesy of Mike Brignola

or the past fbur decades, the
Air Force has lost relatively
f'ew aircrali in cornbat. This
level of combat success was
not always the norm.
As recently as theVietnamWar, USAF
and the United States struggled to control

the air, failed to achieve safety from
enemy air defenses. and struggled to
overcome an adverstrry air fbrce. Many
of the problems were sell'-inflicted, but
the fact remains that the years 1964 to
1973 were tremendously difficult for
the Air Force and Atnerican airpower.

The airspace over Vietnam was

a

lethal environment for airmen. At times,
the USAF advantage in air-to-air com-

bat slipped perilously close to parity.
Airmen paid the price in aircraft down,
lives lost, and survivors taken prisoner.

Overall, USAF lost 2,254 flxed
wing aircratl from February 1962 to
October 1973 in the Southeast Asia
theater of operations. Some 1,737
fixed wing aircraftwere combat losses,
and another 517 aircraft went down in
related noncombat operations. Losses
occurred nearly every day. It was rare

Above:The wreckage of a US Navy A-6
lntruder draws a crowd of North Vietnamese in 1968. USAF's aircraft rosses

were devastating, and the Navy and
Marine Corps also lost many aircraft.
Right: An F-l05 "Thud" crash-lands at
Udorn RTAB,Thailand, in 1967. Forty
percent of the F-l05 inventory was lost
during the war.

lbr a week to pass without an aircraft
lost in combat operations.
Some of the cumulative totals were
shocking: The Air Force lost 40 Percent of its total production of F-105s
AIB FORCE Magazine / FebruarY 2013
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China-with Chinese pilots flying and
flghting in North Vietnamese airspace
at the beginning of the war.
Records indicate that the first airto-air kills by MiGs were credited to
Chinese pilots. Fortunately, these were
kiils of theAQM-34 Firebee reconnaissance drones.

The year 1965 marked the beginning of steady losses to anti-aircraft
fi re, surface-to-air missiles, and MiGs.
Among the first USAF losses were
more Firebees. By mid-1965, several
manned aircraft were lost due to ground

fire, lack

ol luel,

mishaps, and other

causes. and many aircrews were already

prisoners of war.
The increasing pace of flights pro-

vided a target-rich environment for
North Vietnamese pilots. On June 20,
1965, a USAF F-4C based at Ubon
RTAB, Thailand, was gunned down
by a MiG-17. This was the first F-4C
lost in combat.
Navy A-l Skyraiders l"rom USS
Miclway were among those launched
as part of the rescue air patrol when
they, too, encountered MiG-17s. 'At
12.000 feel and ll96 mphl we looked
like Tweetybird to Sylvester the Cat,"
recalled Navy Reserve pilot Capt. Clin-

ton B. Johnson in a widely reprinted
memoir. "Our only hope was to get
down low and try to outturn the MiGs."
Chasing MiGs atlow altitude, Johnson and his wingman flew around

ahill

to see a MiG-17 ahead of them lining
up on other A-ls. When theY fired a
short burst, the MiG-17 "turned hard

into us to make a head-on pass." The
Navy pilots gunned him lor the kill.
These were deliberate tactics. Flying
MiGs that day were members of North
Vietnam's 92 lst Fighter Regiment. a
unit whose pilots were in action for
nearly a year by then. 'A handful of

young, inexperienced pilots would be
flying obsolete aircraft against a numerically and technically superior enemy,"
wrote Toperczer of the regiment. But
they had an advantage: "TheY would
be flying over their own territory, with
backup, however limited, from radar
and anti-aircraft units."
The Vietnamese pilots of the 921st
called the MiG- l7s "silver Swallows"
for their bright metal fuselages. USAF
Col. Robin Olds called the MiG-17 "a
vicious, vicious little beast."

Rules of Engagement
British historian ChristoPher M.
Hobson believed the North made a
careful decision about how and when
to use its precious MiGs. "The MiG
force was held back until the Rolling
Thunder strikes began to reach the 20th
parallel." wrote Hobson in his book
Vietnam

Air

Losses.

Day I of the air-to-air war might be
traced to April 4, 1965. On that daY,
MiG- l7s surprised and mauled flights
of F-105s or a mass raid to bomb the
Thanh Hoa Bridge. Four MiG-l7s
dove across a package of F-105s then
disengaged. Down went two F-105s,
with both pilots killed.
This was the first blast of the classic

hit-and-run tactics MiGs would use
throughout the war. They took shots
but preserved aircraft for future opportunities. which were sure to come
as the US flew more and more sorties.
As long as the US rules ol'engagemelt
barred strikes on their bases, the MiGs
could operate almost at

will

as

raiders

and stretch their small aircraft force
into a thin but consistent threat.
The MiG- l7 was a known gun killer.

It carried three 23 mm cannons, some
of the airplanes were later modified
with aradar scope. A direct descendant

of the MiG-15 of Korean War fame,
the MiG-17 also took advantage of
the light weight and maneuverability
characteristics of the MiG family.
Overtime. the numbers added up. Pilots such as NguyenVan Bay capitalized
on the MiG being swi[t. small. and hard
to spot. Van Bay claimed seven kills in
the MiG,17. At least five matched US
records. making him North Vietnam's
top Fresco ace.
The US response was to imPlement
combat air patrols to keep the airspace
open. Numbers again made the task
harder for the US. Not knowing where
the MiGs might pop uP. combat air
patrols had to be in place to cover every
mission lrom bombing to rescue operations. For years it took bases in South
Vietnam, bases inThailand, and carriers
on station to provide enough fighters
to keep airspace open for aircraft on
interdiction and CAS missions.
Soon, along came the MiG-21.
The MiG-21 was an all-new suPersonic iet nearly twice as fast as the
MiG-17. The MiG-21 also carried the
heat-seeking K- l3 Atoll missile, which

its pilots used effectively.
The MiG-2 I came into use in earlY
1966. One of the first encounters berween a USAF F-105 and a MiG-21
ended as an instructive tale. The USAF
pilot locked in combat with the MiG-21
ran out of fuel and had to eject. The
F-105 was chalked up as a victory for
the North Vietnamese Pilot, who was
able to return lo base.
To the NorthVietnamese, the primary
value of MiGs lay in combining layered
anti-aircraft fire and SA-2s with a few,
well-trained fl ights guidedby disciplined
tactics. When plans came together they
imposed high costs on US forces.
In response, Olds' OPeration Bolo
bagged seven MiGs in one daY in a
AIR FORCE Magazine
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fire continued. Records of those years
show the same steady rates of attrition.
"High threat" was a relative term.
McPeak's "Misty" florward air control-

ler unit lost 14 aircraft in the first half
of 1969 alone. Loss rates were lower in
1970 and l91l in particular, but USAF
still lost nearly 247 aircraft in those
two years.

A typical example from these years
came on June 18, 1970. An F-4E strafing a truck on a road in Cambodia was
struckby small-arms fire. The Phantom
was flying so low it crashed before the
crew could eiect. Similar stories often
involved pilots making a third or fourth
strafing run over a target area.
Forward air controller units also continued to take losses during the war's two
quleter years. In June I 970. an OV- I 0A

Bronco went down in Laos, and the
Jolly Green HH-53 sent to pick up the
airmen was ltself shot down, killing all
crew onboard.
Still, the Vietnam air war had one last
violent chapter lefr. kr I97 2,US airpower

reached 445 when other operational
losses were included. Adding Navy and
Marine Corps Phantom losses put the
number of F-4s lost at 671. This was 12
percent of the fleet-or the equivalent
of one out of every eight of the F-4s
ever produced.

TheC- l30was a much better matchup
ol aircraft to the Vietnam mission, but
even so, 60 of the cargo lifters were
lost in the war. With them, 395 crew
members lost their lives.
For fighters and bombers, the combination of layered defenses and the
critical ground supportmission stoked
continuing losses. The debut of the
SA-2 inVietnam erased any mediumor high-altitude sanctuary from antiaircraft fire. SAM suppression could
be a lethal business, too, as was the

case when six F-105s from Takhli
Royal Thai Air B ase and Korat RTAB,
Thailand, were lost in raids on SAM
sites on Jily 27,1965.
Still debated and controversial is the
role the People's Republic of China
played in the US-Vietnam air losses.
China served as a supplier of equipment
and training, and their personnel manned
anti-aircraft batteries for long periods.
Chinese sources claim its crews fought
558 battles against US aircraft and had
a hand in shooting down 597. Given the
hundreds of attack and flghter aircraft
lost to anti-aircraft fire, the numbers
claimed are not outrageous.

Also intriguing
intriguing are the few cases
of Chinese pilots in air-to-air combat
against the US, and American airmen
had already met Chinese pilots in the
skies over Korea.

Vietnam is on China's border and
stray drones and aircraft often met their
fate at the hands ofPeople's Liberation

Army Air Force MiGs. According to
historian Walter J. Boyne, the PLAAF
provided "much training and assistance" to North Vietnam and gleaned
experience for their own purposes,
too. "On a number of occasions, the
PLAAF shot down US aircraft that
had strayed into Chinese airspace,"
Boyne observed.

surgedbacktothe region to fendoffNorth
Vietnam's spring offensive and then to
drive home the culminating pressure of
LinebackerII. TheAirForce lost another

I95 aircraft in 1972 while the Navy lost
91 and the Marines lost22.
The darkest years ofthe war did bring
on some tactical fixes. Air combat with

the agile MiGs vectored by ground
control inspired the US to replicate

the threat at USAF's Red Flag and the
Navy's Topgun school. The idea in both
cases was to get back to fundamentals of
air combat maneuver and training and
to give pilots their first deadly combat
exposure in a controlled setting.
The larger issue showcased the inherent advantage for Vietnam ol fighting

Whatever role China played, it was
largely over by the late 1960s, as the

over its own territory. Werrell did not
flinch from concluding USAF was "woelully unprepared" [orVietnam because of
itsfocus onthenuclearmission. Certainly
airmen did all they could to improve
tactics and integrate technological fixes
during the war.
In Werrell's view, USAF "rose to the
challenge of the warin Vietnambut paid
a high price."

Cultural Revolution disrupted even
China's military, and activity by Chi-

The air losses left a permanent mark
on future planning lor airpower opera-

nese pilots declined. China and North
Vietnam also came to be at odds in the

tions. American reckoning with how

a small air force could inflict

such

(

Sino-soviet split.
The Air Force's aerial combat losses

losses influenced the next generation
of US fighter design-and especially
the F-15 Eagle.

I
I

Woefully Unprepared
Chinese MiGs shot down seven Air
Force and Navy aircraft from 1965 to
I 968. by Hobson'scounl. Anothersource
added at least adozenAQM-34 Firebees
to the count through 1967.

paused after I 968, but losses to ground

I
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Rebecca Grant is president of lRlS lndependent Research. Her most recent article

!

forAir Force Magazine was "Meet the New PLAAF" in the January issue.
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Calendar
8/14-17/2013 IPMS/USA Nationals J Q Hammons Conference Center
4705 Clydesdale Parkway
Loveland, CO
9/7/2013

IPMS Reno High Desert Heights Elementary School
th
Rollers 14 Annual 13948 Mt. Bismark
Invitational
Reno, NV

9/29/2013

TriCity Nine Classic Milpitas Community Center Main Auditorium
(IPMS Milpitas)
457 E Calaveras Blvd,
Milpitas, CA

10/13/2013

OrangeCon
2013
(IPMS Orange
County)

Cal State University Fullerton,
Fullerton, CA

2/24/2014

ModelFest

CAF Southern California Wing
455 Aviation Dr.
Camirillo, CA
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